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BioDue (BIO2.IM)                                                                                        

Sector: Healthcare 

Initial Coverage: on the right track       April 11th, 2016 

 

 

Investment summary 

 BioDue S.p.A. develops, manufactures and markets cosmetics, solid and liquid 

food supplements and medical devices both on behalf of national and international 

pharmaceutical companies (Industrial division), both under its own brands 

(Pharcos, BiOfta and Selerbe). 

 Since May 20th 2015 BioDue is listed on the Italian Stock Exchange, AIM market. 

The IPO price was fixed equal to 3.55€ per share, they were issued 1.1 million 

new shares and the gross IPO proceeds amounted to 4M€. 

Latest results 

 In the FY2015 BioDue’s financial results were better than listing expectations, the 

revenues increased 12% compared to FY2014 and amounted to 33.6M€. The 

EBITDA registered a strong improvement growing 18.4% yoy up to 4.7M€ (4.9M€ 

excluding lease payments accounted under ITAGAAP) and the net income 

amounted to 2.4M€, versus 1.7M€ at 2014 year end. 

 The net financial position at December 31st 2015 was negative (debt) for 1.8M€, 

strongly improving thanks to the IPO proceeds and significant cash generated by 

operating activities net of continuous investing activities (1.4 M€ in 2015) and 

dividends (0.6M€). The net financial position was negative (debt) for 3.1M€ under 

IAS 17 (8.5 M€ at 2014 year end). 

 The BoD proposed the distribution of total dividends of 0.8M€ with a payout of 

32.4%, representing a dividend of 0.07€ per share. 

 In the month of March 2016 BioDue announced the acquisition of new production 

and office space in neighbouring areas within its headquarters, confirming the 

strategy of increasing production capacity through small acquisitions that go up to 

speed quickly. 

 Valuation 

 BioDue has a thirty-year history of almost constant growth, the listing on the AIM 

market is the first step on a path of growth and further strengthening that the 

company plans to carry on. The speed of this growth depends on to grow only 

organically or if the company will seize external growth opportunities. 

 Company valuation is based on 3-year financial plan and related cash flow 

projections and TV computed using Twice’s SGA P/E, the model returns a fair 

value of 7.27€ per share. 

Risks 

 Difficulties to acquire new sq. m. of production capacity at cheap price 

 Further heavy consumption slowdown on the Italian market 

 Difficulties to manage external growth 

 
Contact mail: 
er@twiceresearch.it 

Key Data         

Price (€)       4.85 

Market cap (€M)       54.1 

Equity Value (€M)       81.1 

Fair Value (€)    7. 27 

P/E LTM        n.a. 

P/E TTM    28.8 

Investment Profile from 1 worst to 5 best 

 

Stock data   

Ticker Bloomberg BIO2.IM 

N° of shares (M) 11.1 

Free float 10.1% 

Main shareholder Benedetti family (68.5%)  

Daily trading volume 5,985 shares 
 

 

Share Price perf (%)   1M 3M IPO 

Absolute   -8.9% -6.9% 0.6% 

Rel. to FtseMib   -12.0% 9.2% 24.2% 
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Contact mail: 

er@twiceresearch.it 

Forecast 15A 16E 17E 18E 

Sales (€M) 33.6 37.7 41.4 43.8 

EBIT (€M) 3.6 4.8 5.6 6.4 

EPS (€) 0.21 0.26 0.30 0.34 

Valuation 15A 16E 17E 18E 

SHARE PRICE 6.61 4.85 7.67 8.09 

EV/EBITDA 16.1 9.3 12.6 11.4 

P/E 31.1 19.0 25.7 23.5 

Dividend yield 0.8% 1.6% 1.3% 1.5% 
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Investment case 

BioDue S.p.A., founded in 1986, develops, manufactures and sells medical devices, 

skin cosmetics and food supplements (solid and liquid). BioDue has grown steadily 

over the years, establishing itself as a benchmark in the health care sector. The 

company business model is organized into two divisions: 

 Industrial Division: dedicated to the production of medical products to third-party 

brand; it represents approx. 90% of volumes and nearly 60% of turnover. 

 Own Brand Division: dedicated to the production and marketing of dermatological 

products – Pharcos, ophthalmic - BiOfta and food supplements – Selerbe with its own 

brands; it represents approx. 10% of volumes and little more than 40% of turnover. 

The competitive advantage of BioDue rests upon the following characteristics 

of its business model: 

 Vertical integration of the group both upstream and downstream (extraction of 

active ingredients, processing raw materials and packaging); 

 Combination of production under its own brand and for third account 

• It allows to saturate the plants’ production capacity 

• It allows to acquire know-how which is then reused on own brands; 

 Excellent coverage of distribution channels 

• thanks to the network of sales representatives for one-firm products 

Biofta and Pharcos 

• Thanks to the final product customization for pharmacies and health 

food stores (Selerbe). 

BioDue intends to exploit the proceeds of the listing as accelerator for the 

organic and external growth. The drivers to grow are:  

1. Internal growth:  

a. New sq. m. production capacity acquisition 

b. Foreign markets presence increase, initially DACH Area (Germany, 
Austria and Switzerland) and United States 

c. Exploitation and enhancement of RewCap patent, the company recently 
licensed the patent to an Italian producer on behalf of a multinational 
German client for the distribution in DACH area. 

 

2. External Growth:  

a. BioDue did not rule out the possibility of growing through acquisitions by 
acquiring an industry operator that can accelerate the growth in size of 
the company  

 

Risks 

 Company's ability to manage complex operations as an acquisition or sudden and 

considerable dimensional shifts that require an adjustment of the corporate 

management structure. 

 With reference to the performance of the share price, after a very positive start in terms 

of volumes and market capitalization, the shares have now fallen a lot in terms of value 

and liquidity. To switch on the main market it’s necessary an extension of the free float 

and capitalization. 
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    Table: SWOT analysis 

Strengths   Weaknesses 

 
- Satisfactory market share in the third 
brand products  
 
- Presidium over the pharmacies 
distribution channel  

   
- Predominantly Domestic Business 
 
- Production capacity dependent on 
available sq. m.  

   

Opportunities   Threats 

 
- Rew Cap Patent 

   
  

- Potential growth on own brand products 
 
- IPO proceeds to invest 

   
- Difficulty in managing growth 
through M&A 

      

Sources: Twice 
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Business Description 

BioDue S.p.A. develops, manufactures and markets cosmetics, solid and liquid food 

supplements and medical devices both on behalf of national and international 

pharmaceutical companies, both under its own brands. 

The company has nearly 30 years of history, over the years the turnover has grown 

steadily, with the only exception of 2011, reaching 30M€ in 2014. The trend of the 

CAGR over the last four years (+ 9%) reflects the main features of the company's 

business profile, solid and reliable company, able to grow steadily and generate 

positive cash flows. 

The Company is organized into two divisions: 

 Industrial Division, dedicated to the production on behalf of third parties of liquid 

and solid food supplements, cosmetics, medical devices and herbal products; 

 Own Brand Division, dedicated to the production and marketing of dermatological 

products (Pharcos), ophthalmic (Biofta) and herbal (Selerbe). 

The Industrial division oversees the entire production cycle with 130 proprietary 

production lines, grouped by type in individual plants. The industrial division 

represents the 90% of total production volumes and 60% of turnover. The products 

are distributed directly to their clients. 

The own brands division represents the remaining 10% of total production volumes 

and approx. 40% of turnover with higher margins. 

Table: Own brands 

 

Source: BioDue, Twice 

Pharcos since the nineties has enhanced skin cosmetics in practice the application of 

molecules such as essential fatty acids, omega-6, glycolic acid, beta-sitosterol, kojic 

acid, melatonin and DNA repair enzymes.  

Selerbe is the brand dedicated to herbal medicine with products and extracts from 

herbal drugs, aromatic and medicinal. 

BiOfta is the brand dedicated to ophthalmology, born in 2007, with products for eye 

comfort, dietary supplementation targeted on each eye segment and ophthalmic 

cosmetics. 

Pharcos and Biofta are distributed through a network of 40 exclusive agents that 

reaches 100% of Italian dermatologists and about 50% of ophthalmologists. 
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The Selerbe products are distributed by a network of 40 mono and multi-firm agents 

with a total coverage of the Italian territory. 

Table: Revenues breakdown 2015 

 

 

Source: BioDue, Twice 

 

At December 31st 2015 the company employed approx. 152 people, the 66% of 

employees are women. 

BioDue holds stakes in some companies functional and complementary in its 

business. 

Table: Subsidiaries 

    

Source: BioDue, Twice 

LaBiotre, 39% owned, was founded in 2011 in partnership with an Italian industrial 

partner. In 2014 the company has increased its capital with the simultaneous entry 

into the shareholding structure of an Italian commercial partner with about 22%. 

LaBiotre deals with extraction of active plant with technology and proprietary know-

how. LaBiotre provides to BioDue raw materials for Selerbe products and natural plant 

extracts to be used in the production cycle.  

BioEnx, 50% owned, was founded in 2014 in partnership with Enzo Emanuele 

(pathologist clinical and interdisciplinary researcher), it develops, patents and 

distributes raw materials to be used in cosmetics, food and medical devices. 

BioEnx provides BioDue raw materials for cosmetics. 

 

 

 

Industrial
57,3%

Pharcos
24,5%

Selerbe
10,9%

Biofta
6,3%

Others
1,0%
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Short history: 

 1986: Sion Fulvio Benedetti establishes BioDue with the aim to operate in the 

production and packaging of products for pharmacies and health food stores in 

the nutritional and cosmetic industries. 

 1990: Transformation into SRL.  

 1991: Purchase of Pharcos brand.  

 ‘90s: The company recorded an important development with the purchase of two 

owned properties, located in Sambuca Val di Pesa (FI). 

 ‘2000s: continued expansion of BioDue with the purchase of additional properties 

(always in Val di Pesa). 

 2004: Fulvio Benedetti resigned as Chairman and was replaced by his son Vanni 

(with Ruffo as vice president). 

 2007: Creation of the brand Biofta. 

 2010 - 2011: Incorporation of Selerbe brand and establishment of LaBiotre, in 

partnership with an industry operator, which deals with extraction of active plant 

ingredients and provides BioDue natural plant extracts to be used in the 

production cycle of Selerbe. 

 2011: Transformation in SPA. 

 2014: Establishment of Bioenx, in partnership with Enzo Emanuele, which 

develops, patents and sells raw materials to be used in cosmetics and food 

industry. 

 May 2015: BioDue Spa is listed on the Italian Stock Exchange, AIM Italia market. 
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Key Strategic Assumption 

The competitive advantage of BioDue rests upon its industrial process and the 

distribution model. 

 The production process is fully vertically integrated, BioDue is responsible for the 

entire value chain, from the study of the product specifications up to quality 

control; thus ensuring customization for the client and excellence. 

 The distribution chain is structured on multiple channels, in particular is very 

effective for private label and own brand products because through a network of 

40 mono-agents medical representatives manages to retain the relationship with 

the medical specialists from all over Italy.  

Table: Industrial Process 

 

Source: BioDue, Twice 

BioDue is committed on the entire production chain both for production for third parties 

and for the own brands. The complete vertical integration allows the customization of 

the product according to customer requirements, both upstream - in the R&D phase 

and downstream - in the packaging and layout definition - and thereby to discourage 

the change of supplier from the customer. The production process is divided into 130 

production lines grouped by type in individual plants. 

Table: Distribution channels 

 

40 mono-agents medical representatives                        Single and multiple agents 

 

 

 

 

 

The main drivers of BioDue organic growth for the coming years are: 

 Acquisition of new square meters of production 

 internationalization 

 Exploitation of the patent RewCap 

 

The primary demand is induced 

by the medical report through 

"white recipe", preventing 

generic competition 

Private Label acts directly on the 

end customer retaining him to 

single pharmacy / herbalist’s shop 
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Corporate profile 

Shareholders: concentrated. 

The major stakes of the company is held by the sons of the founder; Vanni and Ruffo 

Benedetti own respectively 37.2% and 31.3% of the shares; Pierluigi Guasti holds a 

18.1% stake, other five shareholders hold shares of less than 2%.  

The free float is equal to 10.1% of the total shares, approximately 1.1 million shares 

out of a total of about 11 million outstanding shares. 

Chart: shareholders structure 

 
Source: Twice, Company website 

 

Management: familiar and qualified.  

The sons of the founder Vanni and Ruffo Benedetti are also the key figures of the 

Company. Vanni Benedetti is the Chairman of the BoD and he is responsible for the 

industrial production for third party brands; Ruffo is the Vice-President of the BoD with 

responsibility for the management of its own brands Pharcos and BiOfta. 

Marco Ulivagnoli is Board member, CFO and responsible for investor relations. He 

has 25 years of investment banking experience of leading national banks. 

We believe that BioDue has a sufficiently qualified management, oriented to business 

growth and adaptation to professional standards necessary for passage on the STAR.  

Disclosure: open.  

The management constantly communicates to the market every relevant decision and 

fact regarding the company. 

Corporate governance: fair.  

The Board of Director is composed of 6 members: Vanni Benedetti is the Chairman 

and Ruffo is Vice President. The other four directors have operating responsibility in 

different areas, Ulivagnoli is responsible for the financial part, Roberto Nisica is 

delegated to the packaging management, Enrico Russo is responsible for the Selerbe 

Vanni 

Benedetti; 

37,2%

Ruffo Benedetti; 

31,3%

Pierluigi 

Guasti; 18,1%

Roberto Nisica; 

1,4%

Honeyfarm Srl; 

0,8%

Others < 1%; 

1,1% Free Float; 

10,1%
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brand and Luca Sforazzini is the director of manufacturing sites. Upon the listing 

BioDue has adopted an Internal Dealing and a Price Sensitive Information regulation 

so as to prevent any type of conflict of interest or illegal behavior and to ensure the 

best quality to its operations. 

Financial Communication: good.  

BioDue, already in line with disclosure requirements and practices of the main Stock 

Market Segment, regularly updates and publishes financial information and promptly 

communicate to the market all the relevant and necessary information. The company 

has entrusted Mr. Ulivagnoli the task of managing the investor relations. 

Auditor 

Since financial account 2013 BioDue elected Reconta Ernst&Young S.p.A. as audit 

firm until the approval of the financial statement at 31/12/2015.  

Share Price 

Chart: BioDue share price since the IPO 

 

 

    Source: Twice Research. 

 
 

Liquidity: decreasing. 
 

On May 20th, 2015 BioDue was listed on AIM Italia market of the Italian Stock 

Exchange. The IPO price was € 3.55 and the market capitalization equaled 39.6M€. 

The gross IPO proceeds amounted to 4M€.  

During the first month of listing BioDue stocks reached the value of 12.8€ and the 

trading volumes were very high (38% of the value), so that in June the company won 

the Liquidity Award awarded by Borsa Italiana. Now the shares daily turnover is 

negatively affected by the company small size and by the small free float (approx. 

10%). Moreover the shares lockup will weight on the free float until to May 2016. 

During the last 3 months of listing the average volume equaled approx. 6,000 shares 

per day.  
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Last results (FY2015) 
 

During the FY 2015 BioDue achieved very positive results, all economic indicators 

have grown at double digit. 

On December 31st 2015, the Company registered the following results: 

 Revenues increased 12% yoy to 33.6M€, the year before turnover was equal 

to 30M€. 

 Foreign revenues amounted to 3.5M€ in 2015, + 47.2% yoy; in line with the 

aim that the internationalization process represents one of the paths of 

internal development of the company. 

 The EBITDA was positive for 4.7M€ +18,4% yoy, 14% EBITDA margin; the 

effect of a possible application of IAS 17 for the accounting of leasing would 

have resulted in an EBITDA of 4.9 million Euros, up 14.5%. 

 The EBIT is positive for 3.6M€ and includes 1M€ of D&A. 

 The value of the EBT is 3.6M€ financial costs are extremely low; the year 

before the income before taxes amounted to 2.9M€. 

 The net financial position is negative (debt) for 1.8M€ during the year the 

company cashed-in the IPO proceeds, equal to approx. 4M€, and has 

invested in tangible and intangible assets approx. 1.3M€, after a distribution 

on 0.6M€ of dividends. The operating cash flow generation amounted to 

3.3M€. 

M€ FY2015 FY2014 % var  

Revenues 33.6 30.0 +12.0% 

Ebitda 4.7 4.0 +18.4% 

Ebitda margin 14% 13.2%  

Ebit 3.6 3.0 +21.8% 

Net Result 2.4 1.7 +37.1% 

NFP (cash) 1.8 7.3 -75.3% 

 

Chart: Revenues Breakdown 

M€ FY2015 FY2014 % var  

Industrial 19.3 17.6 +9.6% 

Pharcos 8.2 7.5 +9.4% 

Selerbe 3.7 3.0 +20.9% 

BiOfta 2.1 1.6 +29.6% 

Others 0.3 0.2 +41.7% 

Total 33.6 30.0 +12.0% 
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FINANCIALS 

Income statement (€M) 15A 16E 17E 18E   Balance sheet (€M) 15A 16E 17E 18E 

Sales 33.6 37.7 41.4 43.8            

COGS 16.2 18.1 19.9 21.1   LONG LIVED ASSETS 9.4 9.5 9.4 9.1 

Gross Profit 17.4 19.6 21.5 22.7   WC 7.2 8.1 9.1 9.6 

EBITDA 4.7 5.9 6.8 7.7   CAPITAL EMPLOYED 16.7 17.7 18.6 18.8 

Depreciation, Amortization 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.3            

EBIT 3.6 4.8 5.6 6.4   EQUITY 13.9 15.9 18.1 20.6 

Net Financial Results 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0   MINORITY INTEREST 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Income tax -1.2 -1.9 -2.2 -2.6   PROVISIONS 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 

Net result 2.4 2.8 3.3 3.8   PENSIONS (e.g. TFR) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

           NET DEBT 1.8 0.8 -0.52 -2.8 

EPS (€) 0.21 0.26 0.30 0.34   CAPITAL INVESTED 16.7 17.7 18.6 18.8 

DPS (€) 0.05 0.08 0.10 0.12             

                      

Margin (%) 15A 16E 17E 18E   Ratios 15A 16E 17E 18E 

Gross Margin 51.9% 51.9% 51.9% 51.9%   ROCE after tax 13.1% 16.2% 18.0% 20.4% 

EBITDA Margin 14.0% 15.6% 16.3% 17.5%   ROE 17.0% 17.9% 18.4% 18.6% 

EBIT Margin 10.8% 12.7% 13.4% 14.6%   Capital Turnover 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3 

Net Margin  7.0% 7.6% 8.0% 8.8%   Net Debt / EBITDA 0.4 0.1 -0.1 -0.4 

            Gearing 13.2% 5.1% -2.9% -13.5% 

Growth (%) 15A 16E 17E 18E   WC / Sales 21.5% 21.5% 22.0% 22.0% 

Sales growth 12.0% 12.2% 9.8% 5.8%   Amortization / Sales 3.1% 2.9% 2.9% 3.0% 

EBIT growth 21.8% 31.4% 16.5% 14.7%   Capex / Sales -3.8% 3.2% 2.7% 2.3% 

Net growth 37.2% 20.5% 17.0% 15.3%   EPS growth n.a. 20.5% 17.0% 15.3% 

            PEG n.a. 92.8 151.3 153.6 

                      

Cash Flow statement (€M) 15A 16E 17E 18E   Valuation 15A 16E 17E 18E 

Cash Flow 3.4 3.9 4.5 5.1   EV/Sales 2.2 1.5 2.1 2.0 

+/- Var. Working Capital -0.2 -0.9 -1.0 -0.5   EV/EBITDA 16.1 9.3 12.6 11.4 

Operating Cash Flow 3.2 3.1 3.5 4.6   EV/EBIT 20.8 11.5 15.3 13.7 

Op. Cash Flow / Sales 9.6% 8.2% 8.5% 10.5%   P/E 31.1 19.0 25.7 23.5 

Capex 1.3 -1.2 -1.1 -1.0   P/B 5.3 3.4 4.7 4.4 

FCF 4.5 1.9 2.4 3.6   EV/CE 4.5 3.1 4.6 4.7 

FCF / Sales 13.4% 5.0% 5.9% 8.2%   FCF Yield 6.1% 3.5% 2.8% 4.0% 

            Dividend yield 0.8% 1.6% 1.3% 1.5% 

Stock data 15A 16E 17E 18E             

Number of Shares (M) 11.1 11.1 11.1 11.1            

Share price 6.61 4.85 7.67 8.09             

Market cap (€M) 73.7 54.1 85.5 90.2   Source: Company data, Twice estimates 
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Valuation 

We valued the Company based on 3 years cash flow projections and terminal value 
computed using Twice’s Sustainable Growth Adjusted P/E (“SGAP”) methodology. 
The model points out a 7.27€ fair value. 

With regards to the 3 years business plan we made the following assumptions:  

 For the three years plan we foresee a consolidation of revenues growth, the 
CAGR 2016 - 2018 will be equal to 8%, determined by the following drivers: 
consolidation and retention of the industrial division’s customers and, for the own 
brands division, starting of the internationalization process, expansion of products 
range and increase market share.  

 Even margins will grow accordingly to the greater use of operating leverage and 
to the increase of the incidence of own brands sales than industrial division. 
Ebitda and Ebit margin 2018 will reach respectively 17.5% and 14.6%.  

 In FY16 we estimate capex equal to 1.2M€ to support the sales growth plan. 

 The NFP at December 2016 will fall below 1M€ and it will become positive (cash) 
in the following year thanks to the positive cash flows generation. 

Cash Flow FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018 

Sales 37.7 41.4 43.8 

  Sales growth 12.2% 9.8% 5.8% 

EBIT 4.8 5.6 6.4 

  Margin 12.7% 13.4% 14.6% 

Taxes 1.9 2.2 2.6 

   Tax rate 40.0% 40.0% 40.0% 

Net Result 2.8 3.3 3.8 

Depreciation 1.1 1.2 1.3 

   % of sales 2.9% 2.9% 3.0% 

Capex -1.2 -1.1 -1.0 

   % of sales -3.2% -2.7% -2.3% 

Var. Working Capital -0.9 -1.0 -0.5 

Dividends 0.9 1.1 1.3 

Free Cash Flow after dividends 1.0 1.3 2.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sensitivity analysis 
Net result CAGR 2015-2018 

1.9% 8.2% 17.5% 28.3% 43.6% 
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 3.9% 4.25       13.3 

1.6%   8.68   15.4   

3.5%     7.27     

5.7%   3.8   6.67   

8.7% 2.1       6.49 

 

NET RESULT 2018 3.8 

SGA PE 23.9 

TV actualized 78.1 

Dividends actualized 2.9 

Equity value (€M) 81.1 

Number of Shares (M) 11.1 

Equity value per share (€) 7.27 

Upside 49.9% 


